
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Of course such changes were inevitable, while the old motives
________________________ to the new uses.
1.

(translate)

Yet the same games ____________________ and possibly enjoyed as
much, although the sport was rougher!
2.

(play)

A festival dinner _____________________ honour of the Congress the
same afternoon.
3.

(give in)

He did not come to Versailles because he ____________________.4.
(watch)

While this order _____________________ a terrible volley was fired into
us.
5.

(execute)

A mail that had come that day ___________________.6. (sort)

Robert was frequently in the room where the boxes
____________________, and he tried without avail to influence his mother to
set fire to her vast stores of old goods.

7.

(pack)

As he ____________________ away at a smart pace he suddenly had
occasion to duck over the saddle-bow to avoid a low branch.
8.

(carry)

Already he knew it _________________ that he was a young fellow who
knew more about growing timber than any two old men in the hills.
9.

(say)

And _________________________________________?10.
(how/their hospitality/repay/?)

The foam curled white and high about her stem, showing the great speed
at which she ___________________ through the water.
11.

(force)

The same forces that wrought themselves into the books when they
__________________ can be trusted to gather and play across them on the
shelves.

12.

(make)
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The foe was not only in front and rear but our flanks
_______________________.
13.

(envelop)

It seems obvious that suitable nets ______________________________
in the desired quantity or variety in America, otherwise he would hardly have
bought his in England.

14.

(not/manufacture)

On the ground floor the letters
____________________________________.
15.

(receive/and/deliver)

He had the feeling as he looked that birds and roses
_____________________ down his throat.
16.

(stuff)

Quite a number had crossed, and meanwhile the fire in front
____________________ hotter than ever.
17.

(keep up)

If he had happened to go at any time during the morning he might have
heard some fine sermons and perhaps have found the right man to help him,
but this was evening and the men ____________________.

18.

(amuse)

I felt as if I _______________________ all over.19. (suffocate)

Doors and windows ___________________ ajar.20. (fling)
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